CASE STUDY
CHALLENGE
•
•
•

The Tamron Hall Show is an American talk show, hosted by broadcast journalist Tamron Hall, featuring a dynamic mix of live
and taped production elements.
Show producers needed a professional and reliable backup solution to continue production if Covid-19 protocols or shutdowns
impacted the broadcast.
This solution needed to allow for continued production while simultaneously delivering the same high-quality broadcast
experience to its loyal audience

SOLUTION
•
•
•

BITFIRE KEEPS TAMRON
HALL PRODUCTION ON
SCHEDULE WITH MULITPLE
SOLUTIONS.

•

Show producers built an alternate set in New York City complete with BitFire servers, that was accessible to only Tamron
Hall. The set could be operated with limited to no crew onsite with Tamron.
BitFire designed a number of tiered solutions available to support all parts of the show.
The setup included the option for a full REMI production with all show sources routed to the BitFire control room in Boston
where the show could be cut, recorded and edited.
The full REMI setup provided the Tamron production crew with FireBridge web links allowing them the ability to produce the
entire show from their respective homes. Each link was integrated with BitFire’s virtual comms panel and included custom
multiviewer feeds allowing them to see all the required show sources right on their personal devices.

R E S U LT S
•
•
•
•
•

BitFire provided The Tamron Hall Show with a reliable, professional-quality and uninterrupted broadcast workflow.
When a COVID-19 issue did arise, producers used the alternate studio space to ensure crew adhered to the required safety
protocols.
With the ABC control rooms still accessible for the crew, Tamron’s camera feeds from the alternate set were routed back to
ABC studios via BitFire servers
Staff members managed and ran remote PTZ cameras, while sending all feeds, including live guests and prompter back to
monitors at Tamron’s set over the same BitFire servers.
With BitFire’s solutions in place, the show kept production running seamlessly during a time when they couldn’t all be together
in the primary studio.

